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Abstract: Reductions are recorded at the moment of their disposal by the provider. The price 
reductions are commercial and financial marketing tools of the own products, work and 
services, classified in two categories, by the operation area within which the effects are 
caused: commercial reductions and financial reductions. 
Currently, the commercial reductions are divided in three categories: rebate, stalemate and 
drawback. The rebate may be defined as the reduction practiced over the sales price, agreed 
in advance between the provider and the buyer, when quality differences or standards 
deviation are observed for the merchandise subject to the transaction. The stalemate 
represents the reduction practiced over the sales price, taking into account the performed 
sales’ volume and the ratio of the buyers in the provider’s customer base, respectively. The 
price reduction practiced over the total performed operations with the same buyer for a given 
time period is called drawback and its purpose is to repay the customer’s fidelity. 
The financial reductions are called discount settlement for acquittal by the client of the 
liabilities resulted from the invoice accompanying the merchandise from the provider. They 
consist of reductions of the liability’s value, which the providers grant the buyers that pay off 
their debts before their maturity term.  
As opposed to the commercial reductions that act upon the sales price, the financial 
reductions act upon the liability as a total sum from the provider’s invoice. The discount 
settlement is negotiated between the provider and the buyer, and may be established in the 
form of unique or differential percentage, depending on the period in which the client is 
willing to pay the debt off to the provider.  
Keywords: price reductions, commercial reductions, financial reductions, rebate, stalemate, 
drawback, discount settlement 

 
Introduction 

The transactions operation from sales-purchases within a competitive market environment involves 
operating with price reductions intended to encourage the customer’s fidelity, the infringement of 
contractual clauses, the early payment of a debt, the customer towards buying, all leading to increases 
of the turnover.  
 
The price reductions are commercial and financial marketing tools of the own products, work and 
services. By means of the allocated price reductions, the entities succeed to accelerate the claims 
collection from the customers or the product placement. 
 
Based on the operating area within which the effects are caused, the reductions classify in two 
categories: commercial reductions and financial reductions. 
 
In accounting, the reductions are recorded at the moment of their disposal by the provider. 
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1. Accounting of Commercial Reductions 
The commercial reductions operate within the merchandise area and only when the rights are 
transferred through by sale to the buyer. A reduction may be included in the commercial reduction 
category only if it is real and it refers to merchandise with computable and tangible prices.  
 
The current category is divided into three subcategories: rebate, stalemate and drawback.  
 
The rebate may rebate may be defined as the reduction practiced over the sales price, agreed in 
advance between the provider and the buyer, when quality differences or standards deviation are 
observed for the merchandise subjected to the transaction. 
 
The rebate cannot be provided as a distinctive reduction if the merchandise is not undergoing 
qualitative transformation throughout their commercial circuit. 
 
The percentage of commercial rebate is stated in the sale/purchase or delivery contract between the 
involved parties and is applied over the sale price established within the contract. In this manner, the 
sale price is diminished without affecting the quantity of delivered merchandise. The fees against the 
budget are computed from the net amount resulted from the implementation of the corresponding 
reduced price with the percentage of commercial rebate over the entire quantity of sold merchandise.  
 
The stalemate represents the reduction practiced over the sales price, taking into account the 
performed sales’ volume and the ratio of the buyers in the provider’s customer base, respectively. 
 
When granting the stalemate, the provider pursues the objectives of his own business, among which 
[3, 168]: 

- The expansion of his own market share by attracting new customers or by taking over buyers 
from competition; 

- Promoting of new products or brands; 
- The possibility of increasing the turnover by increasing the physical sales’ volume; 
- Repositioning of market products etc.  

 
The price reduction practiced over the total performed operations with the same buyer for a given time 
period is called drawback and its purpose is to repay the customer’s fidelity. 
 
The commercial reductions shall be granted as a percentage of the gross price, but it may also be 
granted as fixed amount.  
 
Example 1. The entity “Vistarcom”, Inc. negotiated with its provider “Franzeluţa” SA. a reduction of 
6% each time they purchase in a single order a quantity of biscuits larger than 10 tons. The sale price 
per one ton is 12,150 lei. The entity “Vistarcom”, Inc. contracted 15 tons of biscuits, therefore, the 
actual cost is 9,800 lei/ton of biscuits.  
The tax invoice with minus sign is reflected in the Delivery Registry used for taxation purposes.  
The calculation of amounts to be recorded: 

 The contracted sale price = 15 tons x 12,150 lei/ton = 185,250 lei 
 The granted reduction of 6% = 185,250 x 6% = 10,935 lei 
 The merchandise net value = 171,315 lei 
 The fee on added-value = 171,315 x 8% = 13,705.20 lei [1, Art. 96, B from the Fiscal Code of 

Republic of Moldova] 
 Overall payment = 182,020.20 lei 

 
The economical transactions will be reflected as: 

Entity “Vistarcom”, Inc. 
Merchandise procurement from “Franzeluţa” SA. with subsequent payment: 
Debit 217 Merchandise      171,315 lei 
Debit 534 Debts over budget  13,705.20 lei 
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Credit 521 Current commercial debts 182,020.20 lei 
Extinguishing the debt from the provider on maturity: 
Debit 521 Current commercial debts 182,020.20 lei 
Credit  242  Current accounts in national currency 182,020.20 lei 

Entity “Franzeluţa” SA. 
Selling merchandise towards customers with subsequent payment:  
Debit 221 Commercial claims 182,020.20 lei 
Credit 611 Revenues from sales     171,315 lei 
Credit 534 Debts over budget 13,705.20 lei 
The accounting value of the delivered merchandise:  
Debit 711 Sales costs    147,000 lei 
Credit  217 Merchandise    147,000 lei 
Collection of monetary means aimed at extinguishing the commercial claims: 
Debit 242 Current accounts in national currency 182,020.20 lei 
Credit  221 Commercial claims 182,020.20 lei 

 
Granted reductions shall be given through an Official Record signed by both seller and buyer (except 
when paying at the time of the delivery). In the same time, the tax invoice with the minus sign 
(negative) is issued, which is recorded at the seller and the buyer through accounting drawback forms.  
 
Therefore, the granted reductions correct the seller’s revenues of sales and the tax on the associated 
added value. In the buyer’s accounting, the received reductions will generate the correction of stocks 
value when these are found in administration or in the expenses’ period of time when they have been 
subtracted from administration. Moreover, the correction of the tax amount over added value is listed 
in the account in the moment of procurement.  
 

2. Price Reductions Performed after Billing 
In practice, there are situations when price reductions are granted after billing, more precisely after the 
sale/purchase transactions are made. 
 
When commercial reductions are subjected to reduction invoices, these have to be recorded due to the 
fact that the initial invoice is modified. Hence, within the customer’s accounting an acquisition cost 
reduction related to stocks has to be recorded due to the fact that a reduction has been granted after the 
invoice. The aim of this fact is to reflect over the stocks that arise from shopping in the balance sheet, 
at their real acquisition value. The provider, for his part, has to register a decrease in the sale revenues 
with the value of the commercial reductions granted after the invoice, in order to present within the 
profit status the turnover loss at the net value, exclusively for granted commercial reductions. 
 
Example 1. At the end of the administration year, the provider “Alfa”, Inc. dispatches a reduction 
invoice to the customer “Omega”, Inc. that represents drawbacks in an amount of 300,000 lei, VAT – 
20% associated with the merchandise deliveries carried out during the year. 
 
The economical transactions will be reflected as: 

The Provider “Alfa”, Inc. 
Reflection of commercial reductions obtained after the invoice:  
Debit 217 Merchandise (300,000 lei) 
Debit 534 Debts over budget   (60,000 lei) 
Credit 521 Current commercial debts (360,000  lei) 

The Customer “Omega”, Inc. 
Recording of the granted commercial reduction, as a decrease of revenues: 
Debit 221 Commercial claims (360.000  lei) 
Credit 611 Revenues from sales (300,000 lei) 
Credit 534 Debts over budget   (60,000 lei) 
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3. Reflection of Financial Reductions in Accounting 
The financial reductions are referred to as discount settlements for acquittal by the customer of the 
debts resulted from the invoices accompanying the merchandise from the provider. These reductions 
consist of reductions of the debt’s value which are granted by the provider to the buyers who pay the 
debts before their maturity period.  
 
Unlike the commercial reductions which operate over the sale price, the financial reductions act over 
the debt as the overall amount from the provider’s invoice. The discount settlement shall be negociated 
between the provider and the buyer and it can be established in the form of unique or differentiated 
percentage based on the period of time on which the customer is willing to pay the debt to the 
provider.  
 
The implementation of financial reductions represents a material encouragement of the buyer in order 
to pay the invoices without delay.  
 
The rate of financial reduction is established in the contract concluded between the parties and may be 
applied at different payment terms, depending on the calendar date of the payment enforcement for the 
purchased merchandise. Therefore, the sooner the debt is paid, the greater the rate of each discount can 
be.  
 
As opposed to the evidence of commercial reductions, the accounting of financial reductions is 
realised distinctively due to the fact that here are usually operated after invoicing the merchandise and 
after their transmission to the buyer, respectively.  
 
In the situation in which the financial reductions represent a concluded contractual clause and they 
apply until the delivery moment at the prices specified in the contract, the net amount being recorded 
in the invoice, the accounting of reductions does not run.  
 
In the absence of regulatory framework that contains an explicit treatment concerning the reflection 
within accounting of price reductions both commercial and financial, the accounting practice also 
reflects the price reductions that were initially granted. 
 
Example 3. On 08.11.N the entity “Omega”, Inc. has delivered merchandise to the trade unit “Alfa” 
SA., agreeing on the following payment conditions: 2.5/7 – n/20, specifically if the buyer pays in 7 
days, he is going to benefit a drawback of 2.5%, the term of the final payment being 20 days since the 
date of delivery.  
The tax invoice issued on the date of delivery includes:  

- The merchandise value, price 165,000 lei 
- VAT 20%               33,000 lei 

Total to be paid             198,000 lei 
The accounting value of the sold merchandise consists of 128,700 lei. 
 
The buyer has paid the consideration of the acquired goods after 5 days from the date of delivery, on 
13.11.N. 

The Entity “Omega”, Inc. 
The merchandise delivery to the entity “Alfa” SA. on 08.11.N: 
Debit 221 Commercial claims      198,000 lei 
Credit 611 Revenues from sales      165,000 lei 
Credit 534 Debts over budget       33,000 lei 
The accounting value of the sold merchandise:  
Debit 711 The sales cost      128,700 lei 
Credit  217 Merchandise      128,700 lei 

The Entity “Alfa” SA. 
The claim’s drawback, including the VAT debt, as a result of the granted reductions used by the customer on 
13.11.N: 
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Debit 221 Commercial claims (4,950 lei) 
Credit 611 Revenues from sales    (4,125 lei) 
Credit 534 Debts over budget (825 lei) 
The collection of monetary means regarding the extinguishment of commercial claims, taking into 
consideration the reduction granted on 13.11.N: 
Debit 242 Current accounts in national currency 193,050 lei 
Credit  221 Commercial claims 193,050 lei 

 
The necessity of records performed on 05.04.N is explained by the fact that usually, at the sale 
moment, the provider can not know if the customer will take advantage of the granted reduction and 
he if he will pay the invoice within the time limit set, the granted reduction being recorded only when 
the customer carries out the payment. This situation generates the establishment of accounting forms 
regarding sales with drawback of the amounts associated with the reduction used by the customer, 
including the value added tax.  
 
In the case in which the initial recognition and the claims adjustments (without VAT) take place in 
different periods of administration, within accounting it is reflected as an increase of expenses (losses) 
or a diminution of provisions and current claims: 

Debit account 712 ”Distribution expenses” or 538 ”Current provisions” 
Credit account 221 ”Commercial claims” 

 
And for the VAT, the following accounting record is made:  

Debit account 534 ”Debts over budget” 
Credit account 221 ”Commercial claims”. 

 
In the international practices, the discount settlement is financial revenue for the buyer, who 
performs a payment before maturity, and a financial expense for the provider. The accounting 
transaction of the buyer, i.e. the entity “Vistarcom”, Inc.: 

The Entity ”Vistarcom”, Inc. 
Merchandise procurement with subsequent payment: 
Procurements 182,020.20 lei  
Accounts payable (providers)  182,020.20 lei  
Note: Upon submission of the accounting records, according to the international practices, the tax provision 
regarding the value added tax are issued due to the fact that the provisions and the fees are different. 
Providers (Accounts payable) 176,559.59 lei 
Earnings with discounts (associated with purchases) 5,460.61 lei 
Cash 
Payment of collected debt in the reduction period, 3% granted reduction  

 182,020.20 lei 

 
Independently of the administration period in which the initial recognition and the claims adjustment 
took place, the VAT amount corresponding to the claims is reflected as drawback of claims and 
current debts over the budget.  
 
From the perspective of the calculus methodology, it is recommended to follow some rules regarding 
the implementation of commercial reductions at the merchandise sale: 

a) The commercial reductions are applied before calculating the financial reductions; 
b) The reductions are determined in the waterfall order, which assumes that the rate or the 

amount of each reductions category is applied over the amount without the subsequent 
reduction; 

c) In the case of commercial reductions, the rebates and the stalemates are firstly operated. In the 
same time, within a sales operation, it is difficult to operate with drawbacks. These are 
recognised late and are computed as soon as the stocks’ cost at each end of the month is 
established; 

d) The VAT is computed for the overall invoiced amount and it modifies as soon as the 
commercial reductions are granted.  
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The reductions applied on sale may be recorded in the original invoice or in different invoice, if the 
reductions are benefits after the invoice. The amount of reductions at the delivery moment does not 
include the composition of the entity’s expenses, but is reduced from the amount of mark-up applied 
subsequently to this merchandise. At the registration of the granted reduction at the moment of the 
merchandise release, within the accounting department the following record will be executed: 

Debit account 821”Mark-up” 
Credit account 217”Merchandise”. 

 
Conclusions 

For tax purposes, the expenses’ deductibility resulted from the granted reductions, whether or not they 
are commercial or financial, shall be granted on the following conditions: 

- Any price reduction has to be compatible with the provisions of the competition law no 183 
from 11.07.2012 [2]; 

- To be effective and in precise amounts in the interests of the customer; 
- To not represent, in fact, a remuneration of a service or a counterpart of an ordinary 

performance; 
- To be reflected in invoices or any other legal documents; 
- Reductions shall be granted based on decision taken by the associates and stakeholders 

during a meeting, where necessary [5, 253]. 
 
The efficient management of the monetary availabilities aims at collecting as soon as possible the 
payments by the seller and postponement as much as possible of the buyer’s payment. In order to 
achieve the objectives it is worth the entities to offer on one hand, and to take advantage, on the other 
hand, of the price reductions both commercial and financial. In the same time, in the reductions 
accounting it has to be clearly distinguished the commercial reductions from the financial ones, and to 
take into account the tax implications. 
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